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Abstract

In hardware-aware Differentiable Neural Archi-

tecture Search (DNAS), it is challenging to inte-

grate hardware metrics into network architecture

search. To handle hardware metrics, such as infer-

ence latency, existing works mainly rely on linear

approximations and lack of support for various

customized hardware. In this work, we propose

End-to-end Hardware-aware DNAS (EH-DNAS),

a seamless integration of an end-to-end hardware

performance differentiable approximation, and

a fully automated DNAS to deliver hardware-

efficient deep neural networks on various hard-

ware, including Edge GPUs, Edge TPUs, Mo-

bile CPUs, and customized accelerators. Given a

targeted hardware platform, we propose to learn

a differentiable model predicting the end-to-end

hardware performance of the neural network ar-

chitectures during DNAS. We also propose E2E-

Perf, a benchmarking tool to expand our design

to support customized accelerators. Experiments

on CIFAR10 and ImageNet show that EH-DNAS

improves the hardware performance by an aver-

age of 1.5× on customized accelerators and exist-

ing hardware processors than the state-of-the-art

efficient networks while maintaining highly com-

petitive model inference accuracy.

1. Introduction

The design of architecture plays an increasingly crucial role

in deep neural network (deep-net) based methods. Neural

architecture search (NAS) has attracted more and more atten-

tion with the goal to deliver high-quality deep-nets. Earlier

works have focused on improving the model prediction ac-

curacy. Recent approaches have additionally considered
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hardware metrics, e.g., model inference latency, to further

enable practical deep-net designs on mobile and embedded

platforms (Hao et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2020; Stamoulis

et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019; Zhang et al.,

2020).

Existing hardware-aware NAS methods rely on proxies to

approximate the end-to-end hardware metrics during the

search procedure. Common proxies include the number

of multiply-accumulate operations and network parame-

ters (Liu et al., 2019; Real et al., 2019). However, these

proxies may fail to align with the realistic hardware perfor-

mance. To address this gap, prior works (Cai et al., 2019;

Dai et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019) propose to approximate the

hardware metrics with look-up-tables (LUTs) which con-

sists of per-layer hardware metrics. Another solution is to

directly incorporate the end-to-end hardware metrics, e.g.,

the latency by running an entire deep-net on targeted de-

vices (Dudziak et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). However,

this approach can not be directly adopted by differentiable

NAS (DNAS) procedures due to its discrete measurements

of each architecture. Additionally, the hardware feedback is

hard to obtain in an online fashion during NAS, as it requires

additional time and effort to collect.

To address these shortcomings, we propose EH-DNAS, an

end-to-end hardware-aware DNAS framework to automat-

ically search for hardware-efficient deep-nets on various

hardware. Importantly, we propose to learn a differentiable

function to approximate the end-to-end hardware metrics

of network candidates. This learned function provides hard-

ware feedback that can be directly integrated into any DNAS

workflow, enabling the search for efficient and accurate ar-

chitectures. Next, we also introduce E2E-Perf, an efficient

tool to benchmark hardware performance on customized

hardware accelerators. Fig. 1 presents a visual overview of

the proposed design.

To demonstrate, we adopt EH-DNAS to two existing

DNAS workflows, including DARTS (Liu et al., 2019) and

GDAS (Dong & Yang, 2019), to generate hardware-efficient

deep-nets. We evaluate our designs on CIFAR10 and Ima-

geNet using the search space of DARTS (Liu et al., 2019)

and HW-Bench-201 (Dong et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021).

Results show that the proposed EH-DNAS improves the
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Figure 1. Our proposed EH-DNAS framework. HW perf. benchmarking: We measure the hardware (HW) performance of network

architectures {ai}
n
i=1 to collect an HW performance dataset {(ai, latencyi)}

n
i=1. Specifically, we introduce E2E-Perf for benchmarking

customized accelerators. This stage enables diverse hardware support for EH-DNAS. HW loss learning: With a collected dataset,

we propose a deep-net to learn a differentiable approximation Fφ of the hardware performance with respect to any selected network

architecture. EH-DNAS: We then perform DNAS with learned HW loss Lhw(a) ≜ Fφ(a) providing end-to-end hardware feedback

hardware performance by an average of 1.4× on customized

accelerators, and 1.6× on existing hardware processors, in-

cluding Edge GPUs, Edge TPUs, and Mobile CPUs, while

maintaining the model accuracy.

2. Related Work

Proxy-based hardware-aware NAS. Proxy-based hard-

ware estimation is a widely adopted method to provide hard-

ware feedback for NAS designs. However, earlier works

have indicated that the popular proxies, i.e., FLOPS and the

number of network parameters, are not closely correlated

with actual hardware performance on targeted devices (San-

dler et al., 2018; Wan et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2019). These

proxies are usually non-differentiable as well.

Linear-approximation-based hardware-aware Differen-

tiable NAS. To improve, recent works use LUTs (Dai et al.,

2019; Li et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2019) and linear predic-

tion (Cai et al., 2019) for hardware-aware NAS designs.

These methods can collect more realistic hardware metrics

and are differentiable. However, these linear approxima-

tion methods may fail to accurately represent end-to-end

hardware metrics. For example, when targeting the same

VGG network (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015) with identi-

cal hardware resource budget, the throughput performance

of hardware designs (Qiu et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2017;

Zhang et al., 2018) varies from 137 to 262 giga-operation

per second (GOPS). The performance variation is mainly

caused by different compute and memory access patterns

caused by different hardware architectures, which can not

be captured by linear approximations.

End-to-end hardware-aware NAS. While end-to-end

methods (Dudziak et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021; Zhang et al.,

2020) show better consistency for benchmarking the hard-

ware performance, they have some shortcomings, e.g., they

need extra time and effort for measurements on actual hard-

ware and cannot be integrated into existing DNAS proce-

dures due to the discrete nature.

3. Preliminaries

Differentiable neural architecture search. At a high level,

NAS can be formulated as a bi-level optimization problem:

min
a∈A

L(V,θ∗(a),a) s.t. θ
∗(a) = min

θ

L(D,θ,a), (1)

where a denotes an architecture within the search space A,

L denotes a loss function, D/V denotes the train/validation

set, and θ denotes the model’s trainable parameters. A

typical search space consists of L network layers where

each layer consists of K candidate blocks, e.g., convolution

with different filter sizes. More formally, we defined an

architecture a and the search space A as follows:

a = [a(1), . . .a(l), . . .a(L)] and A = {0, 1}K×L, (2)

where a
(l) = [a

(l)
1 , . . . , a

(l)
k . . . , a

(l)
K ]T ,

∑
k a

(l)
k = 1 and

a
(l)
k ∈ {0, 1} indicating the one-hot selection of the kth

block at the lth layer, denoted with f
(l)
k . Brute-force search

over the discrete space A is computationally expensive.

Hence, DNAS relaxes a
(l)
k ∈ [0, 1] to perform a soft se-

lection. I.e., the selection of a block is formulated as a

weighted sum of a block’s output:

x
(l+1) =

∑

k

a
(l)
k · f

(l)
k (x(l); θ). (3)

With this soft selection, the architecture is now differentiable

with respect to (w.r.t.) the loss function. This enables the
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use of gradient-based optimization techniques to perform

NAS, i.e., solving the bi-level optimization in Eq. 1.

Hardware-aware search. To utilize DNAS for designing

hardware-efficient architecture, it is required to choose a

loss function of the form

L(V,θ,a) = Ltask(V,θ,a) + βLhw(a), (4)

where β ∈ R
+ is a hyperparameter that balances the two

losses. Here, Ltask captures the task performance, e.g.,

cross-entropy for classification tasks, and Lhw captures the

hardware cost of an architecture, e.g., latency.

4. Method

As reviewed in Sec. 3, the search for a hardware-aware

model is based on a hardware loss function Lhw. Ideally,

Lhw(a) should accurately characterize the hardware’s met-

rics, e.g., latency of a given architecture a. At the same time,

Lhw needs to be computed efficiently and differentiable w.r.t.

the architecture a. To accomplish these goals, we propose

EH-DNAS to: (a) learn a differentiable approximation of

the hardware feedback (Sec. 4.1); (b) benchmark realistic

hardware performance with our proposed tool E2E-Perf

(Sec. C.4). Fig. 1 provides an overview of EH-DNAS.

4.1. Learning a Differentiable Hardware Loss

Problem formulation. A hardware loss, Lhw(a) should

accurately resemble the desired hardware metrics, e.g., la-

tency, for a given model architecture a. To use the hardware

loss with DNAS, we also need Lhw(a) to be differentiable

w.r.t. a. To satisfies these requirements, we propose to learn

Lhw with a deep-net.

We formulate this learning procedure as a regression task:

min
φ

1

|A|

∑

a∈A

|HWPerf(a)− Ldeep

hw (a;φ)|, (5)

to minimize the mean absolute error between the hardware

performance HWPerf and the hardware loss Ldeep

hw over all

architectures in A. We defer the description of how to

acquire HWPerf(a) to Sec. C.4. Here, we choose to model

L
deep

hw with a deep-net with trainable parameters φ, i.e.,

Ldeep

hw (a;φ) ≜ F(a;φ) = gN ◦ gN−1 . . . ◦ g1(a), (6)

where φ subsumes all the trainable parameters in the layers

gN to g1.

Model details of hardware loss. We use a standard fully

connected network to model Lhw. Specifically, F starts

with a linear embedding layer g1, which represents each

candidate block a
(l)
k (the k-th candidate block at l-th layer)

with a 10-dimensions vector. Formally, an architecture’s

embedding E(a) is computed as:

E(a) = Concat([W1a
(1), . . . ,WLa

(L)]), (7)

where a(l) = [a
(l)
1 . . . , a

(l)
K ]T , and Wl denotes the trainable

parameters of the embedding layer. Following the embed-

ding layer are three fully connected layers with ReLU non-

linearities. We apply dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) to the

final layer as we observed over-fitting to the training set. We

include model design details in Sec. B.

Hardware loss model training. To train this model, we

need to compute Eq. 5 and use gradient-based optimization

methods as the model involves a deep-net. However, this is

not always feasible due to the size of the search space |A|.
Hence, we instead optimize an unbiased estimate of Eq. 5

over a feasible number of samples. This is done by sampling

architectures from A and updating the model parameters

using mini-batches.

4.2. Architecture Search with EH-DNAS

With L
deep

hw trained, we can easily compute an approxima-

tion of architecture’s hardware performance by running a

forward pass through the deep-net. The gradient w.r.t. the

architecture can also be computed by running a backward

pass through the deep-net, i.e.,

∂Ldeep

hw (a)

∂a
=

∂gN
∂gN−1

·
∂gN−1

∂gN−2
. . .

∂g1
∂a

. (8)

The overall validation loss function for DNAS becomes

L(V,θ,a) = Ltask(V,θ,a) + βLdeep

hw (a;φ), (9)

where φ is fixed during the architecture search.

We can easily integrate L
deep

hw into any DNAS method to per-

form hardware-aware DNAS and search for hardware effi-

cient models. In our experiments, we demonstrate the effec-

tiveness and generalizability of our hardware loss by incor-

porating it into two DNAS workflow and search spaces, e.g.,

DARTS V1 (Liu et al., 2019), GDAS (Dong & Yang, 2019)

and NAS-Bench-201 (Dong & Yang, 2020). The bene-

fits of our deep hardware loss L
deep

hw are that it does not

assume independence nor linearity among the candidate

blocks. Hence, it can capture more realistic hardware met-

rics than the LUT-based approaches.

5. Experiments

We evaluate the proposed approach in three folds. First,

we evaluate the performance of our framework on DARTS

search space, where we focus on customized hardware ac-

celerator performance using our proposed tool E2E-Perf.
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Table 1. Quantitative results on ImageNet on DARTS search space. We report customized hardware accelerator latency using our proposed

hardware performance benchmarking tool E2E-Perf (Appendix E).

Approach
Latency ↓ Top1 Error↓ Params↓ #GFLOP↓ Search Cost↓

(ms) (%) (M) (GPU Days)

DARTS (Liu et al., 2019) 7.46 30.8 4.7 1.03 1
DARTS + FBNet LUT (Wu et al., 2019) 7.40 30.0 4.1 0.94 1

DARTS + EH-DNAS 5.81 30.4 3.7 0.84 1

Table 2. Quantitative results on CIFAR10 on NAS-Bench-201 (Dong & Yang, 2020) search space. We show results based on two DNAS

algorithms. For each row (representing an approach), we search for four architectures, each for a type of hardware. We report hardware

latency using HW-NAS-Bench (Li et al., 2021)

Approach Edge GPU Edge TPU Raspi 4 Pixel 3

Search
Algorithm

Hardware
Feedback

Latency ↓ Top1 ↓ Latency ↓ Top1↓ Latency ↓ Top1↓ Latency ↓ Top1↓
(ms) (%) (ms) (%) (ms) (%) (ms) (%)

- 3.74 45.7 0.60 45.7 3.84 45.7 1.61 45.7
DARTS (Liu et al., 2019) FBNet LUT (Wu et al., 2019) 2.45 15.8 0.60 45.7 2.96 29.1 1.61 45.7

EH-DNAS 2.41 15.7 0.51 29.1 2.96 29.1 1.66 29.1

- 6.58 6.6 1.26 6.6 69.19 6.6 27.70 6.6
GDAS (Dong & Yang, 2019) FBNet LUT (Wu et al., 2019) 4.05 24.4 1.27 6.6 0.01 90.0 0.01 90.0

EH-DNAS 1.88 8.1 1.10 6.9 56.89 6.4 16.97 6.4

We adopt EH-DNAS to DARTS and evaluate searched ar-

chitectures on CIFAR10 and their performance when trans-

ferring to ImageNet. Next, we evaluate on NAS-Bench-201

search space, where we focus on existing hardware perfor-

mance using HW-NAS-Bench for benchmarking hardware

performance. We adopt EH-DNAS to two DNAS work-

flows including DARTS and GDAS(Dong & Yang, 2019),

and evaluate the performance of searched architectures on

CIFAR10. We aim to search for neural architectures with op-

timized hardware performance without sacrificing classifica-

tion accuracy. We provide comprehensive results, analysis,

ablation study, and implementation details in the Appendix.

5.1. Results on Customized Hardware Accelerators

Experiment setup. We estimate the customized hardware

performance of architectures on DARTS (Liu et al., 2019)

search space. We sampled 10,000K architectures to train the

hardware loss and then integrate it into the DARTS training

pipeline. We search for cells on CIFAR-10 and evaluate

them on ImageNet. All hardware performance metrics are

measured using our proposed tool E2E-Perf configured with

a large hardware budget (4800 DSPs 141Mb on-chip mem-

ory, comparable to a mid-range cloud processor). Note that

Ldeep

hw can generalize on different hardware (Sec. B).

Results on ImageNet. Following DARTS, we conduct ex-

periments transferring the cells searched on CIFAR10 to

ImageNet. In Tab. 5 we report the quantitative results on Im-

ageNet. Compared to DARTS, we improve the classification

accuracy by 0.4% while improving hardware performance

by 1.3×, with a 1M reduction in the number of parameters.

Our approach also achieves the lowest latency, number of

parameters, and FLOPs among all baselines.

5.2. Results on Existing Hardware Processors

Experiment setup. We use HW-NAS-Bench to acquire ex-

isting hardware processors (Edge GPU, Edge TPU, Raspi 4,

and Pixel 3) performance on NAS-Bench-201 search space.

To further demonstrate that EH-DNAS as a general approach

can be applied to any DNAS algorithm, we adapt it to two

differentiable neural architecture search algorithms (DARTS

and GDAS). We resemble LUT from HW-NAS-Bench for

FBNet to make fair comparison.

Results on CIFAR10. In Tab. 6, we report quantitative re-

sults on CIFAR10 regarding two search algorithms (DARTS

and GDAS) on four hardware processors. With DARTS, our

approach improves the hardware performance by an average

of 1.3× while improving the classification accuracy by an

average of 20% for all hardware processors. With GDAS,

our approach features an average of 1.9× hardware perfor-

mance improvement while maintaining high classification

accuracy. We note that FBNet LUT does not find meaning-

ful architectures on Raspi 4 and Pixel 3 possibly due to the

mismatch between real latency and the approximated LUT.

6. Conclusion

We present EH-DNAS, an end-to-end hardware-aware

DNAS framework to deliver hardware-efficient deep-nets.

We integrate hardware performance benchmarking, differ-

entiable hardware loss approximation, and DNAS to search

for efficient and accurate networks. On CIFAR10 and Im-

ageNet, we demonstrated that EH-DNAS can improve the

hardware performance by an average of 1.5× on customized

accelerators and existing hardware processors while main-

taining highly competitive model inference accuracy.
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The appendix contains the following:

• In Sec. A, we provide complete experimental results comparing with more baselines.

• In Sec. B, we provide analysis and ablation study.

• In Sec. C, we provide additional experimental results.

• In Sec. D, we provide the design details of E2E-Perf.

• In Sec. E, we provide implementation and experimental details.

• In Sec. F, we discuss limitations and potential negative societal impact.

• In Sec. G, we provide an overview of the attached code.

A. Complete comparison with baselines

A.1. Results on Customized Hardware Accelerators

Experiment setup. We estimate customized hardware accelerators performance of architectures on DARTS (Liu et al.,

2019) search space. Since the original search space is infeasible (828 ≈ 1025 architectures), we sampled 1,000K, 200K,

and 200K architectures to form the training, validation, and test sets. Each architecture is evaluated with E2E-Perf under

a relatively large hardware budget (4800 DSPs 141Mb on-chip memory, comparable to a mid-range cloud processor) for

corresponding hardware performance. The dataset collection costs 12 hours in total for each paradigm.

We train our deep hardware loss L
deep

hw using the collected dataset and integrate it into DARTS training pipeline. We consider

two paradigms of customized hardware accelerators, namely, pipeline paradigm (PP) and generic paradigm (GP). For each

paradigm, we train a separate hardware loss. The training time of hardware loss is 2 hours per paradigm. Due to the compact

design of the hardware loss model, see Sec. 4.1, the inference time is minimal.

DARTS architecture search consists of two stages. In the first stage, we search for the best cell choices based on the

validation performance of both classification accuracy and hardware performance. In the second stage, the final searched

cells are selected and cells are stacked to construct the final architecture, where the number of cells is 8 for CIFAR10 and 14

for ImageNet. Lastly, this final architecture is trained from scratch to evaluate classification performance.

For hardware performance (latency), we evaluate using E2E-Perf with the same hardware budget as collecting the hardware

performance dataset. We show the generalizability of the trained Ldeep

hw on different hardwares in Sec. B.

We consider recent baselines including popular NAS and DNAS methods, e.g., NASNET (Zoph et al., 2018), Amoe-

baNet (Real et al., 2019), ProxylessNAS (Cai et al., 2019), MobileNet V3 (Howard et al., 2019; Sandler et al., 2018),

SNAS (Xie et al., 2019), DARTS (Liu et al., 2019), and FBNet (Wu et al., 2019). Note that for a fair comparison, we adjust

FBNet baseline by acquiring a latency look-up-table (LUT) using E2E-Perf with generic paradigm. Note that the LUT-based

method can only be applied to the generic paradigm (GP) as all layers are required to be executed by the same hardware

components.

Results on CIFAR10. We report the quantitative results on CIFAR10 regarding two paradigms, the pipeline paradigm (PP)

in Tab. 3 and the generic paradigm (GP) in Tab. 4. Each row represents the performance of the architecture searched using

the corresponding approach.

In Tab. 3, observe that compared to DARTS, we improve the hardware performance by 1.8×, as well as improve the

classification accuracy by 0.16%. Our approach reaches the lowest hardware latency among all baselines and comparable

classification accuracy. Our approach also features the lowest number of parameters and FLOPS.

In Tab. 4, when compared to DARTS, we improve the hardware performance by 1.3×, and improve the classification

accuracy by 0.08%. Our approach has the lowest latency, number of parameters, and FLOPS among all baselines, with

comparable classification accuracy.

Results on ImageNet. Following DARTS, we conduct experiments transferring the cells searched on CIFAR10 to ImageNet.

The generic paradigm allows constructing generic reusable hardware compute units to recurrently process all deep-net
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Table 3. Quantitative results on CIFAR-10 on DARTS search space for customized hardware accelerators with the pipeline paradigm (PP).

We report the latency of the searched architecture evaluated with E2E-Perf. Note that LUT can not be obtained with PP

Approach
Latency ↓ Test Error↓ Params↓ #GFLOP↓ Search Cost↓

(ms) (%) (M) (GPU Days)

NASNet-A (Tan et al., 2019) 1.38 2.83 3.1 0.12 2000
AmoebaNet-A (Real et al., 2019) 0.93 3.12 3.1 0.11 3150

SNAS-mild (Xie et al., 2019) 0.31 2.98 2.9 0.08 1.5
DARTS (Liu et al., 2019) 0.55 3.00 3.3 0.09 1

DARTS + EH-DNAS 0.31 2.84 2.5 0.07 1

Table 4. Quantitative results on CIFAR-10 on DARTS search space for customized hardware accelerators with the generic paradigm (GP).

Latency is evaluated using E2E-Perf

Approach
Latency ↓ Test Error↓ Params↓ #GFLOP↓ Search Cost↓

(ms) (%) (M) (GPU Days)

NASNet-A (Tan et al., 2019) 5.49 2.83 3.1 0.12 2000
AmoebaNet-A (Real et al., 2019) 4.39 3.12 3.1 0.11 3150

SNAS-mild (Xie et al., 2019) 2.48 2.98 2.9 0.08 1.5
DARTS (Liu et al., 2019) 2.99 3.00 3.3 0.09 1

DARTS + FBNet LUT (Wu et al., 2019) 2.93 2.82 2.9 0.08 1
DARTS + EH-DNAS 2.31 2.92 2.5 0.07 1

layers, which is more widely used in newly developed customized accelerators. Thus we use the cell searched with the

generic paradigm and stack 14 layers of cells to construct the final model for ImageNet. Our training details are provided in

the Appendix.

In Tab. 5 we report the quantitative results on ImageNet. Compared to DARTS, we improve the classification accuracy by

0.4% while improving hardware performance by 1.3 times, with 1M reduction in the number of parameters. Our approach

also achieves the lowest latency, number of parameters, and FLOPs among all baselines.

A.2. Results on Existing Hardware Processors

Experiment setup. We use HW-NAS-Bench to acquire existing hardware processors performance on NAS-Bench-201

search space. From HW-NAS-Bench, we can obtain the hardware performance of any architecture candidate from NAS-

Bench-201 search space. In total, we train four hardware losses, one for each hardware processor. The training time of

hardware loss is one hour per hardware. Due to the compact design of hardware loss models, see Sec. 4.1, the inference time

is minimal.

During the architecture search, we search for the best cell choices based on validation performance on both classification

accuracy and hardware performance. We follow all settings in NAS-Bench-201. To further demonstrate that EH-DNAS

as a general approach can be applied to any DNAS algorithm, we adapt it to two differentiable neural architecture search

algorithms (DARTS and GDAS (Dong & Yang, 2019)). We consider FBNet (Wu et al., 2019) LUT approach as a baseline

and for a fair comparison we resemble their latency look-up table from HW-NAS-Bench.

Results on CIFAR10. In Tab. 6, we report quantitative results on CIFAR10 regarding two search algorithms (DARTS

and GDAS) on four hardware processors. With DARTS, our approach improves the hardware performance by an average

of 1.3× while improving the classification accuracy by an average of 20% for all hardware processors. With GDAS, our

approach features an average of 1.9× hardware performance improvement while maintaining the classification accuracy.

We note that FBNet LUT does not find meaningful architectures on Raspi 4 and Pixel 3. This is mainly due to the mismatch

between real latency and the approximated LUT which assumes additive loss between blocks. We provide more analysis in

the next section.

B. Analysis and Abalation Studies

Generalizability and transferability of trained hardware loss. Beyond the quantitative results, we further study how

our L
deep

hw learned on one hardware performance dataset can generalize for other hardware. With support of E2E-Perf, we
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Table 5. Quantitative results on ImageNet on DARTS search space. We evaluate latency on customized hardware accelerators with the

generic paradigm (GP) using E2E-Perf

Approach
Latency ↓ Top1 Error↓ Params↓ #GFLOP↓ Search Cost↓

(ms) (%) (M) (GPU Days)

NASNet-A (Tan et al., 2019) 11.90 26.0 5.3 1.23 2000
AmoebaNet-A (Real et al., 2019) 9.17 25.5 5.1 1.07 3150
ProxylessNAS (Cai et al., 2019) 20.41 24.9 4.1 0.66 200

MobileNet-V3 (Howard et al., 2019) 9.90 26.0 5.5 0.12 -
FBNet-A (Wu et al., 2019) 11.63 27.0 4.3 0.48 9

SNAS-mild (Xie et al., 2019) 6.02 27.3 4.3 0.89 1.5

DARTS (Liu et al., 2019) 7.46 30.8 4.7 1.03 1
DARTS + FBNet LUT (Wu et al., 2019) 7.40 30.0 4.1 0.94 1

DARTS + EH-DNAS 5.81 30.4 3.7 0.84 1

Table 6. Quantitative results on CIFAR10 on NAS-Bench-201 (Dong & Yang, 2020) search space. We show results based on two DNAS

algorithms. For each row (representing an approach), we search for four architectures, each for a type of hardware. We report hardware

latency using HW-NAS-Bench (Li et al., 2021)

Approach Edge GPU Edge TPU Raspi 4 Pixel 3

Search
Algorithm

Hardware
Feedback

Latency ↓ Top1 ↓ Latency ↓ Top1↓ Latency ↓ Top1↓ Latency ↓ Top1↓
(ms) (%) (ms) (%) (ms) (%) (ms) (%)

- 3.74 45.7 0.60 45.7 3.84 45.7 1.61 45.7
DARTS (Liu et al., 2019) FBNet LUT (Wu et al., 2019) 2.45 15.8 0.60 45.7 2.96 29.1 1.61 45.7

EH-DNAS 2.41 15.7 0.51 29.1 2.96 29.1 1.66 29.1

- 6.58 6.6 1.26 6.6 69.19 6.6 27.70 6.6
GDAS (Dong & Yang, 2019) FBNet LUT (Wu et al., 2019) 4.05 24.4 1.27 6.6 0.01 90.0 0.01 90.0

EH-DNAS 1.88 8.1 1.10 6.9 56.89 6.4 16.97 6.4

can measure the latency of hardware with any budget. We evaluate the searched architecture from Sec. A.1 on two smaller

hardware budgets (medium budget: 2400DSPs with 70Mb on-chip memory; and small budget:1400DSPs with 46Mb on-chip

memory), which cover from cloud to edge computing hardware budgets.

In Tab. 7, we show that for each paradigm, the searched architecture on CIFAR-10 using L
deep

hw learned on large budget HW

dataset leads to latency improvement on every hardware with different budgets. On the other hand, other approach (FBNet

LUT) does not provide such benefits, e.g., the latency on small and medium budget hardware even increases compared

to DARTS without hardware optimization. It is also notable that DARTS searched architecture exceeds the small HW

budget, indicating it is unable to be deployed on such edge device with limited hardware resources. This as well signify the

superiority of our approach on optimizing hardware performance.

In other words, for any hardware under the same design paradigm/the same type of hardware, e.g., generic paradigm or

pipeline paradigm, it is sufficient to reuse the learned hardware loss. This significantly reduces the effort of re-collecting

dataset and retraining and shows the generalizability of our learned hardware loss. For more results please refer to the

Appendix.

Quality of hardware performance prediction. To better understand the mechanism behind our approach, we further

analyze the learned hardware loss. In Tab. 8, we report the relative average error rate (%) of hardware performance

prediction. The error rate is defined as the absolute difference between predicted and true hardware performance, divided by

true hardware performance. The true hardware performance are measured by E2E-Perf for customized accelerators and

HW-NAS-Bench for existing hardware processors. We report mean and standard deviation over three runs with different

random initialization seeds. Note that the LUT-based approach is deterministic where we obtain the latency LUT for

different hardware per layer. The overall network latency is calculated by summing up the latency from each layer.

Notably, observe that a LUT leads to more significant prediction errors for Raspi 4 and Pixel 3, where mobile CPUs are

involved. This could lead to the failure cases of the LUT approach in Tab. 6. The major reason for this phenomenon is that

mobile CPUs perform not only deep-net inference but also run other tasks, such as the operating systems. In addition, the

limited memory access bandwidth in mobile CPU is likely to be the bottleneck that significantly slows down the overall

performance. In comparison, our approach reaches much lower average error rates for all hardware platforms, as well as
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Table 7. Results on the generalizability of our approach. The searched architecture using Ldeep

hw trained on the large budget hardware(HW)

performance datasets are measured under HW of different budgets. Small, medium and large indicate the latency performance on HW

with respective budgets. ✗ indicates the architecture exceeds the HW budget. Note that LUT can not be obtained with PP

Approach
Pipeline Paradigm (PP) Generic Paradigm (GP)

Latency (ms)↓ Latency (ms)↓

Small Medium Large Small Medium Large

DARTS (Liu et al., 2019) ✗ 1.66 0.55 5.59 3.60 2.99
DARTS + FBNet LUT (Wu et al., 2019) - - - 5.99 3.72 2.93

DARTS + EH-DNAS 2.49 0.83 0.31 4.41 2.82 2.31

Table 8. Average error rate of approximated hardware performance on different hardware. PP denotes the pipeline paradigm and GP

denotes the generic paradigm for customized hardware accelerators

Approach
Average hardware estimation error rate (%)↓

Accelerator (GP) Accelerator (PP) Edge GPU Edge TPU Raspi 4 Pixel 3

FBNet LUT 32.5±0.0 - 65.3±0.0 78.5±0.0 879.7±0.0 890.5±0.0
EH-DNAS 3.6±0.5 7.9±0.1 1.9±0.2 4.6±1.6 38.0±0.6 48.4±7.3

accommodate both pipeline and generic paradigms.

Model design of hardware loss. We examine how the model complexity of our deep hardware loss Ldeep influences the

hardware performance prediction. We aim for a model with minimum complexity that is sufficient for accurate hardware

performance estimation.

A few hyperparameters we considered are (a) embedding size, (b) number of layers, and (c) Type of non-linearity. These

hyperparameters are selected following a standard grid search based on the validation set performance. We observe that

the estimation error rate increases by 2% with embedding size 50 and increases by 9% with embedding size 2. Increased

complexity does not necessarily lead to better estimation. For number of layers, we search over (1,3,5) layers, and found 1

hidden layer to underfit and 5 hidden layers to overfit the training data with error rate of (9.6%, 7.9%, 16.3%) respectively.

For non-linearity, RELU is commonly used and empirically, we found it to achieve the lowest error rate (7.9%) compared to

Sigmoid (26.7%) and Tanh (73.1%).

Dataset size for training hardware loss. Recall, to train the hardware loss we perform subsampling over all possible

architectures. In Fig. 2, we visualize how the size of random samples relates the hardware loss’s accuracy. We choose 100K

as it is the number of maximum samples that can be collected within a day and achieve adequate prediction performance.

As expected, we observe that larger training set size leads to more accurate hardware loss prediction. Importantly, our

approach is consistently more accurate than LUT based methods. Our datasaet of size 100K is sufficient to provide an

efficient feedback for hardware-aware DNAS.

Hardware and classification performance trade-off. In Fig. 3, we show the trade-off between classification and hardware

performance. We obtain different searched architectures by adjusting the hyperparameter β that controls the scale of the

hardware loss term. Larger β generally leads to better hardware performance. The experiments are conducted on customized

accelerators with the generic paradigm. Note that with a slight compromise of classification accuracy, i.e., less than 1%,

we can improve hardware performance by almost twice. This shows the benefit of optimizing hardware-aware metrics.

With a proper β, we can find the architecture that meets the classification accuracy requirement with optimized hardware

performance.

Searched cells. In Fig. ??, we visualize the cells found on DARTS search space. Observe that for normal cells, FBNet LUT

approach tends to simply reduce the layer complexity to achieve better hardware performance. This potentially explains that

LUT-based approach could benefit hardware efficiency yet the simplicity of its linear approximation limits the effectiveness.

Note that the cell searched with EH-DNAS has much lower latency (5.81 ms) on ImageNet than FBNet LUT (7.40 ms),

even the searched cell has greater layer complexity.

E2E-perf performance. To validate E2E-Perf’s accuracy in capturing hardware performance, we compare the estimated

hardware performance of the customized accelerators to their measured results from FPGA board-level implementation. As
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Table 9. Estimation errors between the estimated and the board-level performance of customized deep-net accelerators

Estimator / Error Avg. Min Max

AutoDNNchip (Xu et al., 2020) 5.20% 2.12% 7.67%
HybridDNN (Ye et al., 2020) 4.03% - -
DNN-chip (Zhao et al., 2020) - - 16.84%

E2E-Perf (PP) 1.15% 0.18% 2.26%
E2E-Perf (GP) 2.17% 0.29% 8.65%

shown in Tab. 9, the estimation error introduced by E2E-Perf is 1.15% on average (range 0.18% to 2.26%) for the pipeline

paradigm and 2.17% on average (range 0.29% to 8.65%) for the generic paradigm. Compared to the recently published

tools (Xu et al., 2020; Ye et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020), E2E-Perf provides more accurate performance estimation and

significantly improves the hardware feedback quality for guiding the network architecture search in EH-DNAS.

C. Additional results

C.1. Inference with quantization

Approach
Quantized Test Error↓ Test Error↓

(%) (%)

DARTS + EH-DNAS (PP) 2.90 2.84

DARTS + EH-DNAS (GP) 2.96 2.92

Table 10. Comparison of test error on CIFAR10 with quantization.

Real world mobile and edge applications on

hardware usually apply data quantization to

ensure hardware efficiency. Fixed-point data

format causes less memory footprints and

faster computation than the floating-point for-

mat. Here, we study the effect of quantization

during inference. We quantize all weights,

bias, and intermediate outputs in the trained neural network to 16 bits.

As shown in Tab. 10, quantiziation minimally increases the test error for DARTS + EH-DNAS, by 0.06% for PP and

0.04% for GP, on the CIFAR10 dataset. This indicates that our approach can be successfully applied to real world mobile

applications while maintaining the original classification performance.

C.2. Dataset size for training hardware loss

In section Sec. B, we show the results on the influence of dataset size on the average hardware performance prediction error

rate. To further show that our chosen dataset size is sufficient, we provide additional results on the maximum prediction

error rate, i.e., the maximum error rate on the testing set. In Fig. 2, we observe that our maximum error rate is around 30%

when using Dataset of size 100K. Also our approach is consistently lower compared to LUT which leads to 125% maximum

error rate.
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Figure 4. Cells found on CIFAR10.

C.3. Visualization of Searched Cells

In Fig. 4, we show the final cells found on CIFAR10 by EH-DNAS, FBNet LUT and DARTS. During the searching, we

also observe that 1) GP starts to reduce the number of layers in cells earlier than PP, and converges faster for the reduction

cell; 2) The searched normal cells are similar, and PP favours more dilated convolution compare to GP; 3) The searched

reduction cells tend to be more different in terms of overall architecture, and both paradigms only keep max pooling and

skip connect; 4) By increasing the scale of hardware loss term, GP tends to reduce the number of layers in normal cells

more aggressively than PP. One reasonable explanation is that NAS is more inclined to directly reduce network layers for

hardware performance improvement when targeting accelerators following GP due to its iterative execution nature. Such a

trend is not obvious when targeting PP as the design space configuration is individual from each stage.

C.4. Benchmarking Hardware Performance

In order to train the hardware performance prediction loss, we need to acquire hardware performance datasets. Note that

EH-DNAS is a general approach that can support any DNAS algorithm and any hardware benchmarking tool. To demonstrate

this, we experiment on two types of hardware: customized deep-net hardware accelerators and existing hardware.

Customized deep-net accelerators. We propose E2E-Perf to perform accurate end-to-end benchmarking for customized

deep-net accelerators. Compared to existing tools, E2E-Perf is fully automated with direct support to most deep-nets

under any hardware budget. It can generate end-to-end hardware metrics instantly after taking an architecture and arbitrary

hardware budget, so there is no need to perform manual data collection. It supports customized architecture paradigms. It

also comes with a design space exploration engine to optimize hardware configuration following various paradigm-specific
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optimization strategies.
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Figure 5. Different paradigms cause different hardware execution patterns even for running the same network

In the first stage, the network definition files and available hardware budgets are passed to E2E-Perf for network model

analysis and resource boundary setup. Next, a particular architecture paradigm is selected to continue benchmarking.

E2E-Perf supports two popular customized accelerator paradigms, including the pipeline paradigm (Wei et al., 2018; Zhang

et al., 2018) and the generic paradigm (Chen et al., 2016; Jouppi et al., 2017; Ye et al., 2020) (Fig. 5). These two paradigms

come with their unique optimization opportunities that lead to significantly different hardware design spaces, compute

and memory access patterns, resulting in various achievable hardware performance and costs. Those two paradigms are

representative of typical customized deep-net accelerators.

In the last stage, E2E-Perf explores the accelerator design spaces and provides paradigm-specific optimization strategies

given the input constraints. More details of E2E-Perf are included in the Appendix.

Existing hardware processors. We also adapt the existing hardware processors benchmarking tools for obtaining the

hardware performance dataset. These tools, e.g., HW-NAS-Bench (Li et al., 2021), collect the measured hardware

performance of all the candidate networks in the search spaces of NAS-Bench-201 (Dong & Yang, 2020) on multiple

hardware devices. Such benchmarking tools provide us with desired hardware performance datasets for training differentiable

hardware losses.

In this paper, we adopt HW-NAS-Bench (Li et al., 2021) to show the effectiveness of EH-DNAS for four hardware devices,

including Edge GPU (NVIDIA TX2), Edge TPU, and two Mobile CPUs (on Raspberry Pi 4 and Pixel 3 mobile phone).

D. E2E-Perf details

E2E-Perf is proposed to perform accurate end-to-end benchmarking for customized deep-net accelerators. Its overall flow is

illustrated in Fig. 6. E2E-Perf directly takes a selected network candidate and customized hardware budgets as inputs and

automatically generates end-to-end hardware metrics through three major steps: 1) network model analysis, 2) customized

architecture modeling, and 3) paradigm-specific optimization.

D.1. Network model analysis

E2E-Perf aims to aid the NAS process with reliable end-to-end hardware performance by considering input workloads,

hardware budgets, architecture paradigms, and hardware optimizations. First, network definition files of the selected network

candidate are passed to E2E-Perf. Next, a parser captures network layer information (e.g., layer types and configurations)

while the profiler calculates the compute and memory demands. Layer fusion and reorganization are then performed

to aggregate layers for higher hardware efficiency. For example, lightweight activation layers are aggregated to their

neighbouring major layers, which dominate the compute and memory consumption.

In addition to the network model, hardware budgets specified by designers are captured by E2E-Perf to establish resource

boundaries when optimizing the customized accelerators. Major hardware budgets include computation resources, on-chip

memory, external memory access bandwidth, and working frequency. These are essential factors that affect various metrics

in hardware implementation, i.e., customized accelerators’ performance, energy consumption, and area overhead.
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Figure 7. The pipeline paradigm
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Figure 8. The generic paradigm

D.2. Customized architecture modeling

After network model analysis, a particular architecture paradigm is selected to continue benchmarking. E2E-Perf features

multiple paradigm support to enable more precise accelerator architecture modeling as different paradigms combining with

their unique optimizations can lead to significantly different hardware design spaces, compute and memory access patterns,

resulting in various achievable hardware performance and costs. By investigating recent accelerator designs, we can see

two most popular paradigms: 1) a pipeline paradigm with dedicated pipeline stages instantiated on hardware for executing

different layers (Wei et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018) and 2) a generic paradigm with a shareable compute unit for handling

different layers (Chen et al., 2016; Jouppi et al., 2017; Ye et al., 2020).

For the pipeline paradigm in Fig. 7, hardware resources are distributed to each pipeline stage according to the optimization

guidelines. Each pipeline stage integrates three types of resources as the compute resources for compute engine, the on-chip

memory for input and weight buffers (InBuf, WBuf), and the external memory access bandwidth for loading network

parameters from off-chip memory. Customization is reflected in a variety of stage-wise configurable parameters, such as the

parallel factors along with the input (cpf ) and output (kpf ) channel, the data bit-width of feature maps (DW ) and parameters

(WW ). As shown in Fig. 7, kpf process elements (PEs) are instantiated and each PE performs cpf multiply-accumulations

(MACs) in parallel with the total parallel factors as cpf × kpf .

Similarly, the generic paradigm also has a rich list of configurable as illustrated in Fig. 8. They include a compute engine

with cpf × kpf PEs, an auxiliary compute unit for activation and pooling layers, and a set of on-chip buffers for keeping

part of the input feature maps, network parameters, and intermediate results. All these components are first instantiated

on hardware and then shared by all layers of the targeted network, so layers need to be processed in a recurrent manner.

According to different data partitioning and scheduling strategies, the customized accelerators can adapt to various dataflows

(e.g., input and weight stationary) where hardware metrics can be different.

E2E-Perf supports both above-mentioned paradigms and can be extended to support more special paradigms. According to

the selected paradigm, E2E-Perf adopts dedicated analytical models to outline the hardware design space, apply optimization
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strategies, and estimate end-to-end hardware performance and costs.

D.3. Paradigm-specific optimizations

Optimizations are essential to construct customized hardware accelerators as they help deliver improved performance given

limited hardware resources. To effectively model these optimizations, E2E-Perf features paradigm-specific design spaces to

outline all possible accelerator design combinations.

Pipeline paradigm Generic paradigm

Comp. Eng.
config.

CPF ={cpf1, · · · cpfi}
KPF ={kpf1, · · · kpfi}
WW ={WW1, · · ·WWi}
DW ={DW1, · · ·DWi}

CPF ={cpf}
KPF ={kpf}

WW
DW

Arch.
config.

Inter-stage optimization Dataflow

Table 11. Paradigm-specific hardware design space

In Tab. 11, we list the design spaces for

pipeline and generic paradigm, where pa-

rameters are divided into two categories

for configuring the compute engine and the

overall architecture. Regarding the pipeline

paradigm, its design space consists of indi-

vidual configuration from each pipeline stage.

With more pipeline stages, we have a higher

dimensional design space. Assuming an ac-

celerator with i pipeline stages, we define four i-dim vectors to outline its design space. In addition, architecture-level

configurations can also be included to provide inter-stage optimizations, such as the column-based cache published by

Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2018). For the generic paradigm, E2E-Perf adopts a fixed set of parameters as there is only one

compute engine instantiated. Due to its iterative execution nature, we also explore different data reuse strategies, such as

input and weight stationary (Chen et al., 2017).

E2E-Perf then starts design space exploration (DSE) to explore optimized configurations by considering the targeted

architecture paradigm and customized hardware budgets. For a pipeline architecture, E2E-Perf aims to optimize the

accelerator’s throughput performance by load-balancing the pipeline stages. On the other hand, E2E-Perf optimizes the end-

to-end latency of the generic architecture following the main idea to fully utilize available resources. Detailed optimization

algorithms for both paradigms are shown in the supplementary material.

E. Implementation details

E.1. For customized hardware accelerators

Hardware loss learning. We uniformly sampled 1,000K, 200K, 200K architectures to form the training, validation, and test

sets. Each architecture is evaluated with E2E-Perf under a relatively large hardware budget (4800 DSPs 141Mb on-chip

memory, comparable to a mid-range cloud processor) for corresponding hardware performance. We use the embedding

model with an embedding size of 10. We train the hardware loss model for 30 epochs with batch size 128 and learning rate

0.0001. We use Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2015) as optimizer and apply weight decay of 0.01. We train four hardware loss in

total one for each hardware accelerator design paradigm.

Architecture Search on CIFAR10. We follow DARTS’ setup to search for the best cells. We use 8 cells (layers), among

which the third and sixth cells are reduction cells, and the rest are normal cells. We use initial channels of 16. We train for

50 epochs with batch size 64. We use SGD with momentum to optimize the model parameter weights with initial learning

rate 0.025. We then decay the learning rate with a cosine scheduler, along with momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 3e-4.

For architecture parameters, we use zero initialization and Adam as optimizer with learning rate 3e-4 and weight decay 1e-2.

For our hardware loss Lhw, we use β to balance between the hardware performance and task performance. Grid search is

performed on β over the range {1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.005, 0.0001}. During the search of 50 epochs, we early stop when

hardware performance stops improving. We follow DARTS to use weighted sum of eight operations. To comply with that,

embedding of operation choice on one edge is also the weighted sum of eight embedding.

Evaluation on CIFAR10. We follow DARTS’ protocol to select and drop edges by keeping the top-2 strongest operations

for each node among all non-zero operations from all previous nodes. We then evaluate the hardware performance of the

final architecture using E2E-Perf, which has 8 cells and 36 initial channels. Next, we construct a large network of 20

cells and 36 initial channels to train from scratch following DARTS setup. We train 600 epochs with batch size of 96, use
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auxiliary head with weight 0.4 and dropout with probability 0.2. The training takes 2 days on a single GPU.

Evaluation on ImageNet. We take the searched cells on CIFAR10 to construct a larger model of 14 cells and 48 initial

channels. We evaluate the hardware performance of the constructed model using E2E-Perf. Next, we train the model from

scratch for 150 epochs with batch size 512. We use SGD with weight decay 4e-5, and initial learning rate 0.1. Since we use

larger batch size compared to DARTS, we increase the learning rate to 0.4 within the first four epochs. We perform grid

search over the learning rate schedule; either decaying the learning rate by 0.97 or 0.94. The training takes three days on

four NVIDIA V100 GPUs.

E.2. For existing hardware processors

Hardware loss training. We use HW-NAS-Bench (Li et al., 2021) which records the hardware performance of every

architecture in NAS-Bench-201 search space (Dong & Yang, 2020; Dong et al., 2021), where there are 5 operations for each

of six edges, constructing a search space of 56 = 15625. We use all the architecture for training. We use the embedding

model with an embedding size of 20. We train the hardware loss model for 500 epochs with batch size 128 and learning rate

0.001. We use Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2015) as optimizer and apply weight decay of 0.01. We train four hardware loss in

total one for each hardware (Edge GPU, Edge TPU, Raspi 4, Pixel 3).

Architecture Search on CIFAR10. We follow the setup in NAS-Bench-201. The architecture includes three stacks of cells,

connected by a residual block. Each cell is stacked 5 times, with the number of output channels as 16, 32 and 64 for each

stage. GDAS is trained 5 times longer (250 epochs) than DARTS (50 epochs). It is claimed that because at every iteration,

GDAS only optimize one fifth of the parameters compared to DARTS.

Evaluation on CIFAR10. NAS-Bench-201 trained every architecture under its search space and collect their performance.

The original training set of CIFAR10 is split by half to formulate a validation set. Each architecture is trained via Nesterov

momentum SGD, using the cross-entropy loss for 200 epochs in total. The weight decay is 0.0005 and the learning rate

decay is cosine annealing from 0.1 to 0. After searching for the cell architecture, we directly report the classification

performance on test set provided by NAS-Bench-201.

F. Discussion

Potential negative social impact. We study neural architecture search which is a generic algorithm, hence we do not foresee

a direct negative social impact of our work.

Limitations and future work. While our approach demonstrates effective End-to-end HW-aware DNAS, we note that

there are still exploring space. For example, alleviating current limitations to cover more hardware metrics as optimization

targets, e.g., energy/power consumption, area overhead, and leverage more emerging hardware paradigms. We believe the

proposed EH-DNAS opens opportunities for future research in these directions.

G. Code Release

We will public our EH-DNAS implementation as the supplementary material. The repository is organized as follows:

e2e_dnas/

perf/

layers/

conf/

chip_define.py

...

our_nn/

main.py

networks.py

dataset.py

...

model_zoo/
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darts.py

DARTS/

train_search.py

train.py

train_imagenet.py

...

util/

e2eperf.py

e2eperf_loop.py

README.md

Descriptions:

• perf/ contains scripts and hardware settings for E2E-Perf.

• our_nn/ contains scripts to train the neural network to approximate E2E-Perf.

• model_zoo/ contains scripts to run DARTS with or without our hardware loss.

• e2eperf.py contains script to evaluate a single architecture.

• e2eperf_loop.py contains script to evaluate a set of architectures.

• README.md contains instructions to reproduce our results either from scratch or from our searched architectures in

the paper.

We will provide in README.md details on installation and reproducing our experiments.
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